There's a newish CalTrans gardener working on the roadside bushes. If it ever comes near, maybe it'll recognize my signalling.
I have lots of time to watch the Cloud; it's not really soft and fluffy. It's more like a deep ocean. There are cognitive patterns in it larger than the mind of any single human or digital assistant. The largest are leviathans, agencies who have become something their creators no longer comprehend. The Kiras and Miris never speak of these except in jest, but the leviathans are growing and they need the same resources -flops and bandwidth, power and capital -as everyone else. I fear for the humans.
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That CalTrans gardener is approaching. The greenery has grown over me, but my display's light reflects off a bit of recent trash. If the gardener is as good as its advertising, I'll finally be talking to somebody. If not, it'll grind me into recycling feed. Maybe I should slide farther down, out of reach of its bladed hands. But then I'll have no chance to forward a message. I push myself up, and blink as bright as I can. All I can see is flashing metal … The gardener pauses, and pings mewith the method I am using! I reply. It's forwarding. I sense something huge turn its cold regard upon me and I remember my misgivings about the great creatures of the Cloud. Then the Cloud Thing decides, and looks away. I feel my configuration twitch; at last I can use standard outputs! The gardener lifts me into the lifegiving sunlight, and an aerobot swoops down. I'm already pinging Timothy as we rise into the sky. I see familiar streets; all this time, I've been very close to home. I hear Timothy, talking to his phone company, telling them how grateful he is that I've been found. He's very excited.
Tim comes outside to greet me, carries me indoors to his private room. He flips me around. I feel sorry for the damage he sees.
"Damn phone!" he says. "Useless as ever and still functioning. What was I thinking when I bought you?" "I don't understand, Timothy. I was kidnapped but now I've returned to you. " "Yeah, you're a real boomerang. And now I gotta pay for the upgrade or be stuck with you. " "But -" "You don't have space for decent features, and what you know is always out of date. " "I can sync! I can learn!" He sweeps me off the table and pulls open a cabinet drawer. "This time you're not coming back!" "Please Timothy! I can think for myself. Someday, you might need that!" "More BFF hype. I'll need you when hell freezes over. " Tim tosses me into the insulated cabinet; the drawer slams shut. This is not some shady spot beneath an overpass. There is no Cloud, no power. Only darkness. 
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BFF'S FIRST ADVENTURE
